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AdvAnced solutions 
enAbling compressed 
Air systems to be 
eAsily Audited



simplifying compressed 
Air AnAlytics At every 
customer locAtion

scAdAr™ from cmc offers market-leading, innovative 
and technically advanced solutions that streamline 
traditional compressed air system audits.

Harnessing unrivalled in-house 
technical expertise and cutting 
edge development capabilities, 
we work as a strategic analytics 
partner to compressed air 
equipment manufacturers, 
resellers and service providers 
across europe, the us and 
other international markets.

seamlessly integrating 
robust hardware and 
software platforms

the success of scAdAr™ has 
been built upon a unique ability 
to seamlessly integrate our own 
robust processor and input/
output hardware platforms 
with a comprehensive software 
library to provide a bespoke 
compressed air auditing solution.  

scadar™ data loggers

collects and stores information relating to equipment 
current, volts, power factor and kW, pressure, 
temperature, moisture dew point and flow

gain more from this brochure

download the free cmcAr App to your 
smart device. once installed, open the app 
and point your device at pages showing the 
icon (see right), for an interactive experience 
and better insight into scAdAr™ products. 

streamlining data collection, 
improving analysis

first, our scAdAr™ data loggers incorporate high quality sensors 
to collect and store information relating to a system’s pressure, 
temperature, moisture dewpoint and flow rate. in addition, our current 
and voltage loggers enable true power to be accurately established. 

the very latest bluetooth technology then enables this 
information to be effortlessly transferred from up to 20 data 
loggers to a single, intelligent scAdAr™ base station. 

in turn, the base station transfers this data to our scAdAr.net cloud 
computing platform. Here, it is encrypted and stored so that it can 
be securely accessed and interrogated by users 24 hours a day.

customers taking 
advantage of scadar™ 
technology benefit from:

› technically advanced analytics 
solutions tailored to their 
specific individual requirements

› simple compressed air  
system data collection

› Wireless transfer of data 

› the ability to quickly chart, 
graph and prepare professional 
audit reports through a user-
friendly online wizard tool 
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unique ApplicAtion 
expertise WitH 
proven HArdWAre And 
softWAre plAtforms

scAdAr™ provides customers with 
the reassurance of working with 
an experienced, market-leading 
analytics partner positioned at 
the very forefront of technology. 
combining unique application 
expertise with proven hardware 
and software platforms to 
deliver the complete, value-
adding analytics service 

evaluating requirements

Whilst developing scAdAr™, 
we took time to carefully 
evaluate traditional compressed 
air auditing procedures.

once these were clearly 
understood, our analytics 
specialists began to formulate a 
solution that made things simpler. 

plc hardware engineering 

We are vastly experienced in the 
development of processor and 
input/output hardware platforms. 

this expertise has enabled us to 
manufacture a range of scAdAr™ 
data loggers that feature precision 
sensors, 16 bit A/d electronics, the 
capacity to securely store over 1.4 
million samples, a sample rate of 1 

second and a real time accuracy 
of <0.4 seconds in 24 hours. 

powered by 110-240v Ac mains 
or replaceable batteries that 
can offer an incredible working 
life of two years or more, our 
data loggers record information 
on pressures up to 60 bar 
(870 psi), temperatures from 
-50°c - +200°c (-58°f - +392°f), 
moisture dewpoint from -80°c 
- +20°c (-80°f to +68°f), flow 
rates to 92.7m/sec (18248 scfm) 
and current and voltage 
from 10 – 800Amp and 100 
v – 700v respectively.

scAdAr™ base stations are 
also robustly constructed and 
incorporate a 3.5” vgA colour 
display and ergonomically 
designed keypad.

plc software development 

We have in-house access to an 
extensive library of operating and 
application software that has been 
developed for a diverse range of 
compressed air applications. 

in addition, our analytics 
software development 
capabilities are unsurpassed 
and have allowed us to tailor 
existing platforms and develop 
bespoke software in response 
to customer requirements. 

scadar.net 

scAdAr.net is an advanced 
cloud computing platform 
that enables customers to 

access securely encrypted 
data transferred from 
scAdAr base stations. 

An online wizard enables data 
to be presented in endless 
graph, chart and animated 
formats in order to produce 
professionally presented 
compressed air audit reports. 
these reports are stored on 
our secure 128 bit server. 
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delivering A  
quAlity Assured 
portfolio of  
products And 
customer-driven 
service tHAt set 
us ApArt
in today’s increasingly competitive manufacturing 
arena, it is essential for compressed air 
auditing to be accurate and extremely reliable if 
operating efficiencies are to be maximised.

scAdAr™ satisfies both requirements by 
offering quality assured products that 
are backed by exceptional service.

quality control

We employ more than 15 
highly qualified hardware 
and software professionals. 
each one has been carefully 
selected to add value within our 
business and we continually 
develop their capabilities to 
enable them to exploit the very 
latest tools and techniques.

As a respected, market-
leading analytics provider, we 
also work in accordance with 
the most exacting industry 

scAdAr™ HAs redefined performAnce 
AnAlytics WitHin A diverse rAnge of 
demAnding piston, vAne, rotAry screW And 
centrifugAl compressed Air instAllAtions.

standards and employ stringent 
quality assurance procedures 
throughout our organisation. 

state of the art testing

furthermore, we subject all 
hardware to rigorous and 
exhaustive testing and thoroughly 
beta test all software products 
before they are released.

As such, every scAdAr™ 
product is accompanied by 
our reassuring 12 month 
manufacturer’s warranty.    

exceptional, customer-
driven service

our Account management team 
and network of strategically 
located dealers have established 
a new benchmark for service 
within the compressed 
air analytics market.

A unique, customer-driven 
approach allows them to work 
closely in partnership with clients 
throughout every stage of a 
project, delivering a service that is 
unsurpassed within the industry. 
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